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T
here are two kinds of people in
this world: those who love
pop-its and those who don’t
know they exist. For the unini-
tiated, pop-its are bright

colours rainbow-hued fidget toys that can
be circular, square, or shaped like a
dinosaur, unicorn or ice cream cone. Since
March 2021, more than 12 million pop-its
have been sold in the UK – and over a bil-
lion worldwide. Fidget toys can range
from stress balls, stretchy strings or
magic cubes and all aim to be a stand-in
for nail biting, hair twisting and pen
throwing. On TikTok, videos tagged #fid-
gettoys have been viewed more than ten
billion times. Users of pop-its describe it
as an endless bubble wrap.

But why are fidget toys so big now?
While many attribute it to the quick and
easy production of these toys, the main
reason is that they are sold as a form of

treatment for stress and anxiety. These
toys are classified as types: calming toys,
alerting toys, chewy toys, resistance toys,
tactile toys and more or by application for
attention deficit hyperactivity disorder
(ADHD), autism, Asperger syndrome, etc.

WHY DO WE FIDGET?
Interestingly, a news report in
‘Newstatesman.com’ traces the search for
this question back to 1885, when the
Victorian eugenicist Francis Galton attend-
ed a “tedious” lecture in a crowded the-
atre. From his seat at the back, he
observed how the audience were still
when the speaker held their interest, but
began moving when their attention wan-
dered. He later wrote in ‘Nature’ maga-
zine: “When the audience is intent, each
person forgets his muscular weariness
and skin discomfort, and he holds
himself rigidly in the best position for
seeing and hearing.” But when the
audience is bored, the individuals

“begin to pay much attention to the dis-
comforts attendant on sitting long in the
same position”. So is fidgeting a reaction
against boredom? Not really!

HOW FIDGETING HELPS
Research has shown that fidgeting has
real calming effect in people and in fact
aids decision making. People have also
used fidgeting to manage their thoughts,
and to concentrate. In 1992, American
psychologist Kathleen M Dillon asked 30
undergraduate students to pop two six-
inch sheets of bubble wrap, measuring
their moods via a checklist against which
they rated how energetic, tense, tired and
calm they felt.
Dillon found

that, after five
minutes of popping,

“subjects reported
feeling significantly

more energised, less
tired, and more calm”. In

psychology, there’s something
called the cognitive load hypothesis. “It
means that when we have to deal with
complex thoughts or problems we offload
some of the cognitive load into a move-
ment. This frees up our mental resources
to focus on one problem,” stress manage-
ment expert Dr Bhavna Barmi explains.

A University of Hertfordshire study of
schoolchildren between the ages of six
and eight found that kids who were able

to move their hands during a
lesson were more likely to

get the correct answer. 

THE FRESH SPIN
Back in 2017, Forbes.com called the fidg-

et spinner “the must-have office toy”.
Psychiatrist Dr S C Garg says fidgeting

— and its attendant gadgets —
become a problem when it starts affect-

ing your routine. While fidget gadgets
are used as tools in ADHD cases, Garg
warns against getting one if you have no
prior history. Barmi agrees, “If you don’t
have issues like anxiety or hyperactivity,
using a fidget gadget can actually make

you develop them.” Singh warns
of getting addicted to your

toy. “Limit use of the
gadget to 10-15 min-

utes. Unconsciously
using it will create

dependence,”
she says.

1. ALKALINE START TO THE DAY
There is a build-up of toxins and acids in our bod-
ies overnight, hence a ritual of lemon water empty
stomach is very dear to yoga. It is extremely alka-
line, detoxifies and wakes up all the organs better
than coffee.  Add pink Himalayan salt to it and you
amplify its detoxifying power.

2. SATTVIC EATING
In ancient texts, there is no mention of
carbs, proteins and
fats. Food is divided
into Sattvic, Rajasic and
Tamasic. Sattvic diet is
one that leads to clari-
ty of mind and physi-
cal health. It is plant-
based, light,
extremely alka-
line and eco-
friendly —
like fresh
fruits, green
leafy vegetables,
nuts and grains.
Rajasic is more stimu-
lating, heat producing,
rich and acidic — like
meat, eggs, pickles,
tea/coffee. Tamasic diet
leads to dullness and
lethargy. It’s extreme-
ly acidic like alcohol, sugary foods. Yogis
only follow the Sattvic way of eating.

3. RAW AND PLANT-BASED
Everything in yoga is related to prana (life force).
Food which has prana gives us physical and emo-
tional strength. Cooked food is of less importance
because heat destroys its fibre, nutrients and
enzymes to quite an extent. So are canned,
frozen, microwaved, or highly processed foods.
Raw food, as intended by nature, gives us all vita-
mins and minerals and in the most bioavailable
form. The method of sprouting is given top impor-
tance as it is one of the best ways to consume
functional “live” enzymes. Enzymes play a vital
role in digestion, in fighting disease, and in break-
ing down foreign matter.

4. REGULAR FASTING
Yoga believes that accumulation of toxins breeds
disease. Wrong eating habits, exposure to chemi-
cals, build-up of negative emotions lead to an
imbalance of mind and body. Fasting is one of the
most common practices to counterbalance this.
There are various ways of fasting: water fast, fruit
fast, giving up one meal in a day. 

5. SMALLER PORTIONS
A famous yogi once said: “The greatest

enemy of health and
long life is overeating.
There is a term in
yoga called Mitahara,
which means moder-
ate eating, leaving one

quarter of the
stomach

reserved for
the move-
ment of

air. Such an
eating style is

easy on digestion
and in quantities that
can keep body and
mind clear and light.

6. GOOD FATS 
Yogic nutrition is

incomplete without ghee, coconut oil and
soaked nuts/seeds. They lubricate gastroin-

testinal tracts and make food digestible and
satisfying. They help in healing the mind too. Fats
in the body improves memory, neural conductivity
and mental well-being. 

7. USE OF HERBS & ADAPTOGENS
Teas or concoctions of power-packed herbs like
turmeric, ginger, coriander, pepper, cinnamon,
and cardamom are the go-to beverages for yogis.
They are anti-inflammatory, anti-microbial and
detoxifying. Yoga also encourages use of adapto-
gens like ashwagandha, holy basil, and brahmi.
They lower stress, stimulate thyroid function and
protect against oxidative stress.

LUKE COUTINHO, Integrative Medicine & Holistic Nutrition

1It all started with a
dumpling – the
scrumptious layer of

dough wrapped around a filling.
China’s Wontons, Japan’s Gyoza,
Italy’s Ravioli, or our very
own Modak, dumplings are
loved across the globe. So,
without a doubt, it evolved in
to momos.

2The humble momo, itself,
has a long and rich
history. It has travelled

across many geographies,
evolving with each stop it
made. Momos are said to
have originated in the 14th
century. Considering their
popularity, both Nepal and
Tibet claim to be their
birthplace – a topic of debate.

3It is believed that momos
came to India in the
1960s when a large

number of Tibetans entered
the country. They settled in
several different parts of the
country including Ladakh,
Darjeeling, Dharamshala,
Sikkim and Delhi – all the

major momo hotspots that we
know and love.

4Another theory suggests
that it was the Newar
merchants of Kathmandu

who brought the recipe to India
from Tibet during their travels
along the Silk Route. Their
popularity then trickled down to
other parts of the country,

ultimately becoming the
much-loved soul food for so
many of us.

5Regions like West
Bengal, Sikkim,
Arunachal Pradesh and

Assam all have different
varieties of momos –

though, they feature in
the local cuisine of

only Sikkim and
Arunachal.

6In India,
we’ve got a
knack for

adapting the best food to
our tastes. It’s no wonder,
then, that we can now find
momos in so many variants
made different fillings. Spicy
chicken, paneer, green
vegetables, ricotta cheese,
and even seafood – they’ve
all found their home in a
delightful momo. TNN

T
eens (ages 13-19) and Tweens
(ages 8-12) must learn to
nurture and pamper their skin
every single day. You need to
remain aware of the

condition, changes that your body is
feeling internally and externally and
maintain control over the skin
renewals. Teens and acnes
are no surprise and there
are many factors that lead
to this condition such as
teenage anxiety and

stress, puberty, hormonal imbalances,
poor lifestyle, oil-buildups,

excitement of trying new
skincare products and makeup,

etc. However, young skin can
recover much more quickly
from any difficult situations
only if they have right
knowledge and patience.
Here are some tips to
follow:
CLEANSER: Gentle

cleanser is an essential
most product. Avoid

scrubbers,
exfoliators or

harsh lather
making soaps

in case you
are at the
active
stage or

with
live
break-

outs, inflammation, redness or any sort
of sensitivity. Let your dermatologist
decide your routine & skincare.
For oily skin use cleanser with 0.5%
salicylic acid or lactic acid; those with
dry skin can go for milk/cream-based
cleansers and if you have sensitive skin
use micellar water for its skin-balancing
and hydrating benefits.
TONERS: Remember to choose a toner
that does not have any alcohol content.
Toner does help in unclogging of pores
and keeps the skin sebum free
however choose a natural toner such
as with rose water extract or with
green tea toners that promises to
balance the pH level of the skin
and are the most suitable for
teens and tweens.
MOISTURISERS: Moisturisers create a
barrier between the skin and our
surrounding environment, as it acts as a
protecting agent from pollution, dirt,
impurities. Moisturising smoothens our
skin cells and act as the real food for our

skin. Dry and combination skin can opt
for oil, milk and cream-based formula,
while those with oily and sensitive skin
can choose light weight, non-sticky, non-
greasy preparations. TNN

Expert: Mansi Lakhwani, skincare expert 

To stand up to
excessive waste and
damage caused by fast
fashion, outfit repeating is
becoming a bonafide social
media trend

T
ill about 2020, it was a sad
state of affairs that people,
especially celebs, would be
called out for wearing the
same outfit again. Come 2020,

and the lockdown has thrown a harsh light
on our consumption habits – and mainly

the number of clothes unworn in our
closets. According to surveys an average
person doesn’t end of wearing 80% of
their wardrobes. To add to the crisis, fast
and superfast fashion has made it possi-
ble for us to get our next fit at throwaway
prices. Hence, the outfit repeaters.

Who is an Outfit Repeater?
An outfit repeater wears the same outfit
over and over again but makes it feel
fresh and new each time. Outfit repeating
is a social media trend where sustainable
fashion followers use the hashtag #out-
fitrepeater (122ktags on Instagram) and
#rewear (222k tags) when they rewear an
outfit. The idea is to invest in higher quali-

ty clothes that one can wear forever as
good quality lasts. In the long run, this is
supposed to save you money as the cost
per wear is much lower. FYI cost per
wear is a sustainable fashion term that
calculates the cost of the item divided by
the number of times you wear it.

#OutfitRepeaterChallenge
Sustainable fashion brand Aday started
the #outfitrepeaterchallenge where
they paid their social community to

stop shopping and wear ADAY all day,
every day for two weeks straight. From
5000 applications, the brand shortlisted
100 outfit repeaters for the challenge. The
reason they decided to do it was to
encourage better buying decisions and to
promote sustainable consumption habits.
On average, we wear an outfit 7 times
before throwing it away.

Outfit repeating can actually have a
big impact. For instance, did you know
that wearing your clothes 50x instead of 5,
reduces carbon emissions by 400% per
item, per year (Source: Forbes). 

RETHINK WELLNESS

Fidget toys, especially pop-its, have been ‘the’ toy of 2021 selling over billion
units worldwide. We tell you why fidgeting is popular now and maybe not so bad

WHY NOT FIDGET?
 Fidgeting may be getting positive reviews
but it still remains a
response to
anxiety, stress,
nervousness or
attention disorders

While mild fidgeting, at
work or while studying, is
considered par for course, it
becomes a problem if your
normal routine is getting
disturbed

 One can get addicted to 
fidget toys – a reason why
schools ban it

 If you don’t suffer from
anxiety or hyperactivity, using
a fidget gadget may lead you
to develop it. Explore other
ways to relieve stress

WHY FIDGET?
 It burns calories. A Mayo Clinic study
that monitored the movement of 10
obese people and 10 lean people
estimated that a little fidgeting could
shave off as many as 350 more calories
a day than you’d burn if you sit still

 It protects your arteries. A University
of Missouri study found that fidgeting
helped combat reduced blood flow and
artery function in people sitting for a
long time

 It helps you live longer. A UK study
found an increased risk of dying due to
sitting for 7 or more hours a day only
among low fidgeters

 It improves concentration. Children
with ADHD who fidget in the
classroom, actually showed a cognitive
boost, a University of California study
found out

7 SECRETS OF YOGIC
NUTRITION FOR

HEALTHY MIND & BODY

Ever wondered what is so
special about the way yogis
eat? Here are some of their
health hacks that can help
attain a balance between
mind, body and soul…

Recently, momos were in news after AIIMS issued a health
advisory on the steamed snack: chew well and swallow

carefully. Though the dumplings are not always so deadly,
they have a rich gastronomic history in India...

TRIVIA TIME

MOMO
MIA:
The 
interesting history
of momos in India

MOMO OR DIM SUM?
The provenance of the Indian
dumpling is complicated. Even
though momo traces its roots to
Nepal, Tibet and Bhutan, it is
similar to what the Chinese
call baozi and jiaoz
Momos are
essentially made
of maida and atta,
while dim sums
can be made of
any type of flour
including rice, potato
starch and corn starch
While momos are popular as
street food throughout Tibet,
Nepal and India, dimsums are
served in fine dining restaurants
Dim sums have around 2000
varieties unlike momos and are
traditionally served in China as a
tea accompaniment

TREND ALERT

Hello, Outfit
REPEATING!

THE RESULTS
72%Said this challenge

changed the way they
thought about shopping

34%Reduction in future
clothing purchases

2%Fewer tops needed in a 
2-week wardrobe

18%Less time spent getting
ready in the AM

SELF-CARE

Perfect skincare for
TWEENS AND TEENS

TIPS TO REMEMBER
Cleanse before bed without fail
 Follow a morning & night skin rou-
tine in consultation with a specialist
 Eat a well-balanced diet 
Don’t touch your face frequently
No pricking your pimples
 Take adequate sleep, and regular
exercise in form of dance, yoga, etc
Add care for your lips and hands

Apply any good clay
mask, weekly
Use sunscreen
daily whether you

are outdoor or indoor
DIY SKINCARE 
Mix oatmeal, honey,
milk and rose water
and apply this paste on
a clean face & leave it
to dry for 20 mins
Use 2 tbsp curd to
scrub the dried pack
off your face
Wash with RO or
distilled water
 Leave it to air 
dry naturally
Apply a mois-
turiser followed by
a sunscreen at
least 1 hour later

Get, Set, FIDGET
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W
hile most of North In-
dia skips the monsoon
season and plans treks
to the Himalayas ei-
ther before or after the

spell of showers, keen trekkers in oth-
er parts of the country get out there
with their waterproof ammo and a
bag of salt to take the deluge head on!
If you’re not really fanatical about
catching clear vistas and spotting the
various mountain ranges, then there’s
possibly nothing that could keep you
away from the rain-soaked splendour
of Himalayan trails and bugyals too.

WHY HIKE IN MONSOON?
“Just like snow and sun, the rains also
make for a one-of-a-kind experience in
the hills. In fact, you might just see the
best the mountains have to offer when
it’s raining,” says Swathi Chatrapa-
thy of Indiahikes, a trekking commu-
nity forum. The greens are not the or-
dinary greens, the clouds at their dra-
matic best and you see flora that you
haven’t seen before. “Mountains are
in full bloom in monsoons. Also, con-
trary to popular belief, it doesn’t rain
incessantly during monsoon season.
The days are mostly clear and it rains
in the evenings. So it is ideal to finish
your ascent for the day by afternoon
and then romance the rain from with-
in the comfort of your tent,” adds Cha-
trapathy. The sporadic showers on a
monsoon trek only make the journey
more worthwhile. You keep halting,
take in your surroundings, eat some

local food and start again. You are not
in a hurry to summit.

NATURE AT ITS BEST
One must-do trek for nature lovers is
the Hampta Pass Trekwhere the val-
ley plays host to innumerable flowers
in the peak rainy season. The trip of-
fers a dramatic crossover from Kullu
to Spiti Valley replete with sweeping
panoramic views. Hampta Pass is a
lesser known and less frequented hike
compared to the famous Valley of
Flowers trek in Uttarakhand and a
fairly doable one if one is prepared
well. “A striking blue lake, mountain
snow melting into the water and gor-
geous flowers on all sides… Hampta
Pass is made for monsoons it seems!”
adds Chatrapathy. Bengaluru-based
Pooja Narang did the same trek last
year braving torrential rains and rec-
ommends proper gear before one
starts the climb. “Waterproof your
backpack, carry both a windcheater
and a rain jacket and wear appropri-
ate boots to navigate overflowing
brooks,” she says.

Wet hiking touches
another high in the
Western Ghats ranges
and Nilgiris.Weekend
monsoon treks and
short day hikes are a
must-dos. The
Sahyadris especially,
with their rugged to-
pography, rocky
mountains, his-
toric hill forts,
huge lakes and ex-
tensive forest re-
gion are a vir-
tual para-
dise for
trekking,
climbing
and camp-
ing. Besides
offering re-
freshing treks,
the place also of-
fers beautiful
drives full of little
sporadic waterfalls
by the sides of the
highway.

WALK IN THE RAIN
Rains are remedial for frayed
nerves. Waking up to overcast
skies is known to have a calm-
ing effect on the mind and

mood. It could only get better
on a rain walk through lush

green villages with noth-
ing but beauty to

behold. During
her recent visit

to Goa, travel
blogger Ayan-
drali Dutta
decided to en-

roll for some-
thing offbeat
and signed up
for the Mon-
s o o n
Trekking Ex-
pedition or-
ganised by
the Goa
Tourism De-
velopment
Corporation

to the Shivling

waterfall at Sattari. “The 7-kms trek
was packed with slippery rocks, small
streams, river crossings and absolute
stillness of rural life,” recalls Dutta.
The icing on the cake was the finger-
licking finale to the trek at a local vil-
lage head’s home comprising a spread
of rice, coconut cabbage, solkadhi and
papadums on a banana leaf. While a
lot of wildlife sanctuaries shut down
for monsoons, Goa is one place where
they stay open.The most popular Goan
sanctuary is Mhadei Wildlife Sanctu-
ary, home to many Bengal Tigers.

So put on those trekking boots and
let your heart guide you through
these rain-drenched hikes:

1Thadiyandamol, Karnataka:
Passing through the shola forests,
grasslands, streams and hills, this

is the highest peak in Coorg. The trek
could also be clubbed with a village
walk through a spice plantation tour
for an in-depth knowledge of the local
customs, crops and lifestyle.

2Tarsar Marsar, Kashmir: This
trek is a walk through paradise!
“When we explored this trek in

July 2014, we were stunned by the un-
touched, exaggerated beauty of the
alpine lakes and the luxuriant mead-
ows. It left us speechless for a week.
The best aspect of this trek, howev-
er, is the variety. Every day is an in-
dependent trek, and you never know
what to expect. One day you’ll see
freshwater musically flowing down
over ledges, and the next day, you’ll
see enormous lakes amidst moun-
tains decorated with patches of
snow,” says Chatrapathy.

3Malshej Ghat, Maharashtra:
The glaring green pass of Malshej
Ghat is famous with hikers and

picnickers, especially during misty
monsoon. Exotic migratory flamingos
choose Malshej as their monsoon
abode and trekkers choose the pris-
tine white waterfalls to halt and maybe,
have a hot kanji vada or bhutta from
the local vendor.

A
sk any mother how she spends her time, both during
work and in leisure, and chances are that the husband,
family and kids will be part of that. It’s sometimes the
toughest thing to get ‘me-time’ for these ladies,
whether they’re entrepreneurs or homemakers. But a

group of women have changed that equation. Meet the mothers
who have made time for a getaway to ‘get away’ from their packed
lives. Is that a fun thing? It’s a whole lot more, they say!

It’s said that travel changes perspective and solo travel can be
a game-changer! For Meenu Nohria, co-founder of Silly restobar at
Khar, her mom-away trip was something that was of immense
personal value. She shares, “I went to California, US, as it had been
on my bucket list for a while. The place appealed to me because of
its stunning beaches, thrilling theme parks, several national parks,
and seemingly limitless list of things to do and see. It also has a
diverse range of experiences to offer, as well as some of the top
restaurants and cafés in the world. Ever since the pandemic hit in
2020, a lot has changed in our lives – personally as well as
professionally. I was deprived of travel for a long time and when
things started to open up, I got eager to set off.”

Back home, her son managed things on the work turf. She
adds, “While my son handled the day-to-day operations of the firm,
I was able to relax and recharge my batteries. On my break, I did
so much exploring, and it was also incredibly
revitalising to get out and explore things. I
think when you travel alone, you spend a
considerable amount of time with
yourself which is very rare in today’s
over-intrusive world. You introspect into
your life. It’s true that, ‘Sometimes you
find yourself in the middle of nowhere
and sometimes in the middle of nowhere
you find yourself.’ My trip is an experience
that will stay with me forever.”

A break is meant to help you destress and recharge and that is
exactly what was in store for Parineeta Rajgarhia, investment
banker and founder of a gaming studio, Zero Latency. She headed
to her hometown and came back totally refreshed. Says Parineeta,
“I went to my hometown, Ranchi. It’s the only place that relaxes
me completely because my most important memories lie there

and it energises me to come back with a bang! It also has
a place called The Yogada Satsanga Society, which

has been close to my heart since childhood, as I
find a lot of peace there.”

The mom-vacay was just what she was
looking for. She adds, “I visited the institute
every single day and it became a trip to find
spiritual reconnection with myself. I overcame
all the stress as a lot was happening during the
pandemic with the downturn in business. So, it
particularly helped me to clear my headspace

and keep the positivity alive to
sustain myself and the

business through the tough
times. The sole purpose

of my breaks is to
reconnect with

myself and clear my
mind. It helps me

to think and be
thankful for all I

have achieved
and all that I

want to.
Also,
spending
quality

time with my
source of

inspiration, my
mom, relaxes me and

gives me the strength to come
back with the ‘beast mode’ on! So,
the break away from kids and
family is important and relaxing,
however, by the end  I look
forward to coming back to my
family which is my source of
energy!” TNN

Y
ou do not visit Trieste and
ask for a cappuccino. You
ask instead for a ‘capo in
b’,” says my charming
hostess, Rafella as we step

out into the Piazza Unita D'Italia, the
largest square in Europe that opens
out into the Adriatic Sea. We are in the
“city’s front parlour” lined with
neoclassical monuments that reflect

the glory of the Austro Hungarian
empire but my interest lies in one 
of the oldest coffee houses – Caffe
Degli Specchi.

Trieste, an Italian port town with
Roman origins leans however more
towards its Austrian legacy and its
story as a coffee hub can be traced to
these historic cafes.

Trieste’s legacy with coffee started

however in the 18th century when it
was a free port and a coffee harbour
of the Mediterranean under King
Charles V1 of the Habsburg dynasty.
Coffee beans from all over the world
landed in this Adriatic port and
coffee houses started
mushrooming in the city,
beckoning writers,
politicians and artists. At
one time there were over
hundreds of coffee houses
in the city, but barely a
handful survive today.

As the pungent
aroma lingers in the
air, I am fascinated
by the unique coffee
jargon created by
the Triestians. As
Rafella says, “It may
not matter if you do
not know Italian but
you must know your
Caffe Nero from
Caffelatte. So, I set
upon learning this
unique coffee jargon
as I figure that a Capo
in B is the Triestian
version of a cappuccino
which is frothing with

milk and is served in a small glass. You
could also ask for Capo in B “tanta”
with more froth or “special” with a
dash of cocoa. The regular cappuccino
is similar to a Caffelatte or a capo in
tazza grande. If you prefer expresso, I
learned that you should ask for a Caffe
Nero or a Nero in B which is served in a
small glass. And then there is a Capo

Deca in B served in a glass which is
an espresso decaf frothing

with milk.
I decided to skip the

historical tour and opt for
a coffee tour exploring
some of the oldest coffee
houses in the city. While

San Marco is one of the most popular
cafes, I head to the oldest coffee
house Cafe Tommaseo that started in
1830 and was the first cafe to serve
gelato as well.

Sipping my coffee, I learned that
in Trieste, which is the home of Illy
Coffee, an average person consumes
over 10 kgs of coffee annually, twice
that of his Italian counterpart. As 
I sit there and listen to stories
of how James Joyce visited
the cafe, I realise that a lot
of history is lost in this
little cup, nay glass of
coffee.  TNN

W
aves of classical music cas-
cade around the aisle and
pews, sending me into a
euphoric trance. I am listen-
ing to an organ concert at

the Gothic St Nicholas Cathedral, dating back
to 1283, in Fribourg, a Swiss town, that used
to be the ‘Little Rome’ of medieval times, a
Catholic hotspot in Protestant Switzerland.
The antique organ is not any ordinary instru-
ment. Musical greats like Liszt have
played on it; with 7800 pipes this
19th century organ was made
by organ maker Aloys
Mooser over a period of ten
years. Every rainbow hued
stained glass window in the
church is also an artwork
worthy of a prize – they were
designed by the Polish painter
Jozef Mehoffer and made by local craftsmen
in the Art Nouveau style between 1896 and
1936 with vivid Biblical images.

CITY OF BRIDGES
I walk with our guide Alicia Daguet, along the
cobblestone lanes of Old town, passing 16th
century fountains, lined with colourful flow-
ers, monasteries and churches. The town has
more than two hundred Gothic facades – built
from local molasses stone, with sloping tiled
roofs and sometimes painted with murals.
The old patrician townhouses have interesting
details from shoe scrapers installed outside,
to carved doors. The medieval fortifications
built in the 13th century snake through the

western part of the city with turrets, long pas-
sages and towers.

The town is on a rocky plateau surround-
ed by steep cliffs on three sides, which has
acted as a natural defense over the ages. We
ride the vintage funicular which is over a hun-

dred years old, and works on the power of
wastewater and is a blessing to those with
tired feet, navigating the steep streets of the
town. The town is also called the ‘City of
Bridges’ with more than 14 bridges crossing
the river and also acting as a linguistic divide

between the French and German speaking
sides. The oldest one is the timber covered
Bern Bridge that leads to the street of the
Blacksmiths. We walk down the 15-meter long
‘Rue des Espouses’ that links the city hall with
the cathedral of Fribourg. This is where the

happy couples pass after leaving the
Cathedral. A board reads in French “Here is
the street of the faithful wives and also the
model husbands.” The other side of the
board says “Bridegroom, you good
man, tomorrow it will be your wife
who will be wearing the trousers
in the end.”

ART WALK
I visit the 400-
year-old Ratze
Palace, a 19th
century arsenal
and slaughter-
house, which
now houses the
Museum of Art
and History and
go back in time
feasting on the
displays of
Church art from
the 16th century
and paintings, tap-
estries and sculp-
tures that give me
an idea of how
important the town
was in the Middle
ages. A stone’s
throw away is the
Espace Jean
Tinguely, which
houses works by the
Swiss artist known

for his kinetic art installations that convey a
deeper political message. The space also
showcases sculptures by his artist wife Niki

de St Phalle who made oversized
women, animals and monsters out

of polyester resin and painted
them with bright acrylic paints!

Fribourg is also a food
lover’s paradise – bak-
eries sell the local
bread with saffron
called cuchaule which
is paired with sweet
mustard. We have
moitié-moitié cheese
fondue, which com-
bines Gruyères and
Vacherin cheese, at
Café Du Midi, deco-
rated in a Swiss
chalet style, where a
waiter awes us with
an impromptu ren-
dition of a song in
Romansh –
Switzerland’s
fourth 
language which
many people are
unfamiliar with. 
It will remain 
etched in my
memory for 
a long time.

Kalpana 
Sunder / TNN

WHAT’S TRENDING?

MOMCATION
TRAVEL

SEASONAL PICK

TRAVEL TALES

FOREIGN SHORES

RETHINK YOUR TREKKING PHILOSOPHY AND TRY SOME WET
AND WILD TREKS THIS MONSOON

MONSOON MARCH

RAIN SHADOW RAMBLE
Almost un-hit by monsoons,

Zanskar makes for a fertile ground
for trekking activity. The rain

shadow area gets rain only in short
bursts and the rest of the time, the
skies are spotless and a deep azure
blue. Adventure junkies could use
the opportunity to go white-water

rafting during the monsoon
months, a demanding 12-day

expedition that comes to an end at
the point where the Zanskar meets

the mighty Indus. July to
September is the time most

cultural dance fests happen here. 

PREP UP
1. Invest in a pair of comfortable
shoes with a good grip
2. Avoid umbrellas as they are
cumbersome and cannot
withstand mountain wind
3. Rain ponchos are a better
alternative. They also double up
as a rain cover for your backpack
4. Carry mostly waterproof or
water-resistant clothing
5. Carry anti-bacterial powder to
keep moisture away
6. Most important is a bag of salt
and thick anti-leech socks to
keep the blood suckers at bay

Little Rome For a small town, Fribourg
in Switzerland offers a
great cultural cocktail

Be
sure to check

out Urban Golf,
an 18-hole course
spread throughout

the entire
town.

The
university

town is packed
with cool cafes like

Cafe Belvedere, where
a terrace overlooks

the hilly town.

A momcation
is defined by most
as a relaxing break

from motherhood (or
even wifehood) for a

short period of
time

In
Trieste, which

is the home of Illy
Coffee, an 

average person 
consumes over 10

kgs of coffee
annually

SMELL THE Coffee
On a coffee trail in Italy’s coffee capital

FOUR ENTREPRENEURS REVEAL HOW
THEIR TRIPS MADE FOR A FAB BREAK


